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The fifth installment in The Grimm Prequels 19-24. Over 300 pages of revelations and factual retellings!

Friday the Thirteenth (Grimm Prequel #19) as told by Wendy Darling
Sleeping Beauty explains why people fear Friday the 13th. She explores the event from the beginning of
history, revealing a terrible conclusion about herself.

The Fisherman's Son (Grimm Prequel #20) as told by the Fisherman's Son
A Fisherman's Son tells of how he embarked on a sea voyage with pirates looking for a treasure island, only
to discover something even more precious.

Lady Bluebeard (Grimm Prequel #21) as told by Angel Von Sorrow
It's the 19th century, Angel Von Sorrow is hiding in London, trying to forget the Kingdom of Sorrow ever
existed. But when a mysterious woman visits him and asks him about the diary of Lady Bluebeard, Angel
confesses a centuries-old family secret.

Thirteen Years of Snow (Grimm Prequel #22) as told by Sandman Grimm
Based on an overlooked fairy tale by Hans Christian Andersen, a woman is left in isolation with her children
on a snowbound island while her husband sails away to the sea. Then something happens, and she realizes
she has to choose between her husband and her children.

Sun, Moon & Sorrow (Grimm Prequel #23) as told by Lady Shallot
Lady Shallot did not have an ordinary childhood, nor did she live on an ordinary island. She will always
remember her encounter with the dark man who taught her how to weave the Kingdom of Sorrow -- and the
whole world.

Spindle Spindle Little Star (Grimm Prequel #24) as told by Grandmother Madly
Grandmother Madly explains how Jack discovered he was 'awesome' and exposes a childhood secret, one
that changed him, and the fate of the Kingdom of Sorrow, forever.

Don't miss the Grimm Prequels Omnibus (prequels 1-8) which is available now!
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From Reader Review The Grimm Prequels Book 5: for online ebook

Briana says

Where do I begin?

What really frustrates me is that Cameron Jace has an ability to give me answers but then to leave me
confused at the end. I mean what happens next? How does this help Beast. And why is it, that every time I
try to think ahead, the book is always (and I mean ALWAYS) two steps ahead of me. I have read all of
Cameron Jace books. I have gotten use to the wacky style and when I think I know something. I actually
don't. Cameron Jace gave these characters a history, feelings, life. That cannot be figured out in the amount
of pages, that is given to you. I highly suggest that you start from the beginning because if you start out of
order, you wont get it. You wont get that, its how the characters act. They are crazy. They have a backstory
that made them who they are!! Sometimes i think that Cameron, himself, doesn't even know what is going
on!! The characters truly do take life. Like they actually wrote their dairies themselves. Cameron Jace. Thank
you for giving me this awesome piece of literature.

Lisa Marie says

Overall enjoyed the prequels all together as a whole. Brought up a lot of questions to how the stories could
all fit together. A lot of characters all tied into the stories. Some people more than one character that changed
over time.

Favorite of the set: Lady Bluebeard.
Least favorite: Spindle, Spindle little star

Donna says

I love these prequels! They are our classic fairy tales all twisted up into new wondrous stories. I am a huge
fan of Cameron Jace. I believe I own every book that he has out and I plan to buy any new ones that come
out. I can't go wrong with one of his stories. Once I start, I don't want to put the book down until it is
finished. This set of prequels is no different. I love them and can't wait for the next set!

Robert Mills says

Still same problem

A great series ruined by bad editing. If he has a group reading these before publishing Mr Jace must not be
implementing their critiques.



Yuutje | thelittlebookworm says

I would love to give all books in this series four stars, but the narrating just isn't as good as what I have read
in other books :( Also i find the editing errors quite annoying. There are also some things that don't make
sense if you look at the other diaries. I feel like these aren't the kind of books i should read, especially the
main series. I can't learn anything from them, and somehow it feels more like I'm watching episodes of once
upon a time (or some other series) instead of really reading a book, but you know what ? I like the stories so
I'm giving it four stars anyways, because the story keeps getting stuck in my mind and make me wonder
about the characters:) It is like indulging in candy that you know is not healthy for you.

Linkypie says

What can I say? Cameron Jace just cant do any wrong! I have yet to dive deep into his novels but his short
stories are to die for! Always looking forward to new prequels and new characters <3

Lauren Vogt says

I say this with a loving heart, the stories are there - but this author needs an editor. There are sentences,
especially in the last prequel, that are completely unintelligible. There are grammatical errors scattered
throughout. I love these stories; I've read all the prequels and two of the main books and will be working my
way through the rest, but some changes could be made to elevate these books.

melissa taylor says

Loved it,loved it,loved it,didn't want it to end. Left me with more questions than answers but that's more fun.
Can't wait for the next set of prequel. You have done a brilliant job Mr jace. The only thing I wasn't so keen
on was the beasts notes at the end of each chapter,after reading the previous prequels it just felt a little
odd,but I will get over it only because I love the Grimm diaries so much

Frances Shellings says

Another AWESOME installment of prequels!

Yet again Jace has whet the appetite of us readers with showing us more insight into the characters of the
DREAMWORLD aka Kingdom of Sorrow! Answering some of our questions with the origins of characters,
but it just leaves us with more QUESTIONS! Absolutely love how the prequels are unfolding and the hints
of what's to come!!!!! If you haven't been reading the Grimm Prequels START NOW you won't be
disappointed!!!! Waiting impatiently for the next set of GRIMM PREQUELS!!!!!



TL says

Overall rating 4.5 stars...

My reviews for :
Friday the 13th
The Fisherman's Son
(Re-read of course but also read these when Cameron released them via Facebook and his newsletter way
before he announced this collection coming out)

Lady Bluebeard  : 4.5 stars Interesting revelations of a sort... love how he mixed history once again with
everything. It all makes a sort of twisted sense as you read each installment.. things are inter-connected and
complex... delicious:)

Thirteen years of Snow : 3.5 stars Not as dark as I thought it'd be but still good. Sheds some light on a few
things. Captain Ahab/John is one nasty bastard *glares*

Sun, Moon, and Sorrow  : 3 stars, not as compelling as the others but still enjoyable

Spindle Spindle Little Star  : Hello to Grandmother Madly, and an old friend :) So nice to see Jack again and
see another of his adventures.

Overall, a good bunch of stories with a few surprises in store... this world is so much fun :)

Not much to say that I haven't said already but would highly recommend this.

Only quibble: some spelling and grammar errors in a few of the tales

Elizabeth Scott says

More!

I can get enough prequels! I’m reading them way too fast for my own good! I definitely need more, dang it!

KayteReads says

Overall fairly interesting

Alexandra Elend Wolf says

OMG this was so good, and I really mean good. When I star a bew book of Cameron Jace I always know that



I goint to suffer, enjoy, laugh and cry but that doesn't metter because i always feel something different and
new. With this particular book I cry, and i don't cry easily with a book, and was amazed with the BIGS
revelations. Every book of Cameron Jace is a masterpiece.

Sarah Eller says

I am forever changed and have become an addict

I will never be the same again! I adore every aspect of these prequils!! Heaven help me? My name is Sarah
and I am an addict!!!!

Heather Heaney says

Prequels

If you have read all the other diaries and prequels this is a must. With only a few editing errors it answers
some questions while bring you more. I can't wait for the Piper Diaries


